
WEEK

ONE

READ PROVERBS 10:9
This month is all about honesty – choosing to be truthful in whatever you say and do. This is hard 
to do, isn’t it? But the REAL truth is that lying ultimately hurts you. This verse gives us something 
important to think about: When you are truthful, you walk in safety. But when you are dishonest, your 
path becomes crooked. It’s better to be truthful from the very beginning. Because being truthful 
really does help you stay out of trouble.

Find some index cards or scraps of paper – you’ll need eighteen. Write one word from Proverbs 10:9 
on each card and number each card. Scatter the cards all over the floor and try to jump from one card 
to the next without touching the floor. Can you make it without tripping? It’s hard, isn’t it? Try again. 
Still not easy. Now, place the cards in number order in a straight path and step on them in order. 
That’s a lot easier. Remember, honesty leads to safety and keeps you out of trouble.

THANK God for reminding you how important it is to be honest in all you say and do.

DAY 1
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READ PROVERBS 11:3
Have your mom and dad used a GPS navigation system when they take a long car trip? Or, have you 
ever consulted a map at a park or shopping center? It helps to have someone or something to guide 
you when you aren’t sure where to go or what to do, doesn’t it?

Honesty is like a map that can guide you through life. When you choose to live with honesty and 
integrity, it will lead you in the right direction. Telling the truth and doing the right thing, even when 
no one else is looking, will keep you out of trouble.

Let’s try something fun to remind you of this verse. Find something that’s a treasure to you. It could 
be a favorite sports medal or a special rock or jewel. Hide your treasure. Then create a treasure map 
to guide someone to find it. Once you’re finished, ask a friend or family member to use your map and 
hunt for the treasure. Tell them about how honesty can guide you in life.

ASK God to help you be guided by honesty this week.

DAY 2
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ONE
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BEING TRUTHFUL HELPS YOU 
STAY OUT OF TROUBLE

READ ISAIAH 33:15A
When do you have the most trouble with honesty? Is it when you’re afraid you’ll get in trouble? Let’s say 
you didn’t finish your homework before going out to play. When your mom asks you about it, are you 
tempted to lie so you can keep playing? Or what if you’re bouncing a ball in the house and you break a 
light? Instead of fessing up, do you ever think about blaming your brother so you don’t get punished?

In each of these situations, eventually you’re gonna get hurt. Sure, you might avoid punishment at 
first, but incomplete homework and an angry younger brother will hurt you sooner or later! That’s 
why it’s better to tell the truth from the very beginning, because honesty ultimately protects you.

Finish the scenarios below. What might happen in each situation if you lie? What might happen if 
you tell the truth?

You borrow your brother’s brand new sweatshirt and ruin it. When he asks you about it you …
Your friend asks if you can play. You don’t want to so you … 
You want to eat more dessert and your mom just left the room to help your little brother. So you …

LOOK for ways to do what is right, to be honest and tell the truth this week.

DAY 3

READ PSALM 15:1-2
Have you ever thought it would be cool to know God better? This verse teaches us that a great way 
to start knowing God is by speaking truth and doing what’s right.

But how can we live in honesty? Choosing not to cheat in a game when no one is looking. How about 
stopping yourself from eating the last cookie when you’re the only one in the kitchen. Almost every 
minute of the day is a chance to choose to live honestly.

Remember, honesty isn’t just about the words you say. It’s also about the way you live your life. Set 
a timer for one minute and try to list some ways you can live honestly this week. If you need to, ask 
a grown up to help you.

KNOW that God wants you to choose a life of integrity all the time.

DAY 4



WEEK

TWO

READ COLOSSIANS 3:9
Can you think of some things you used as a baby that 
you don’t use any more? Like a bottle or a pacifier? Make 
a list in the box to the right of some baby things you 
don’t need anymore.

Would you ever walk into school with a pacifier in 
your mouth? Maybe a candy pacifier, but you’re way 
too old for a baby paci. Just like you’re growing up physically, you can 
grow up in your faith the longer you follow Jesus. So, the next time you’re tempted to lie to someone 
else, think about what Jesus would do and how you can best follow him. Put your old ways behind 
you and make the choice to be honest. Then you can be proud of how much you’ve grown up!

THANK God for helping you to grow in your faith and choose honesty.

DAY 1
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READ MATTHEW 5:37
Let’s say your mom asks you to put your backpack away afterschool. You tell her “sure” but then get 
distracted and leave it on the floor. Later on, when your sister asks if she can borrow your iPod, you 
say “yeah” but then keep playing it. What if you continue answering “yes” when you really mean 
“no” over and over again? Pretty soon, your family will have trouble trusting what you say. Your 
words become worthless if your actions don’t match up. 

But guess what? You can change this. You can choose to be honest so that others will trust you. You 
just have to make sure that you can actually follow through BEFORE you give an answer. 

This week, take the “yes/ no” challenge. When someone asks you something, take a second to think 
about your answer before you give it. If you say “yes”, follow through. If you can’t do what’s been 
asked of you, be honest and say “no” respectfully. Your mom might still make you put your backpack 
away, but at least you’ve been honest with her.

ASK God to help your “yes” to really be “yes!”.

DAY 2



WEEK

TWO
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WHEN YOU ARE NOT TRUTHFUL, YOU CAN 
HURT THE PEOPLE YOU CARE ABOUT.

READ EPHESIANS 4:25
Here’s something cool to think about: The human heart pumps blood to every part of your body all day, 
everyday. The average heart beats about a hundred thousand times a day! Cool, right? But the heart is 
just one part of your body. As amazing as it is, it needs the rest of you to actually work!

So what does this little science lesson have to do with honesty? Just like the heart needs the rest of your 
body to do it’s best work, you need the people around you, too. As great as you are, God didn’t create you 
to be all alone. 

You see, we’re all connected. So the next time you have the opportunity to tell the truth, think about the 
relationship you have with the person in front you. Protect that relationship and yourself by choosing 
honesty!

Check your pulse by placing your index finger on your neck or your wrist. Can you feel it beating? Ask 
your mom or dad to set a timer for one minute and count the number of beats.

LOOK for ways to show honesty and protect yourself and others this week.

DAY 3

READ PROVERBS 16:28
Want a surefire way to cause problems in your relationships with others? Just tell a friend a lie. Lies 
cause tension, come between friends, and stir up fights. If you want to have strong friendships, you 
have to choose to be truthful. 

That’s what happened with Jacob and Esau. Jacob made the choice to be dishonest, stealing the 
birthright right out from under his brother. Jacob’s act of dishonesty caused the brothers problems 
for years. Maybe Jacob didn’t think about the consequences before he lied. Maybe his only focus 
was on getting what he wanted. If Jacob could somehow rewind his life and make a different choice, 
the choice to be honest, do you think he would do it?

Write down the names of three close friends or family members. Pray for each of these people and 
ask God to help you always choose honesty. 

KNOW that choosing to be truthful protects your friendships.

DAY 4



WEEK

THREE

READ EXODUS 20:16
Has anyone ever said something bad about you that wasn’t true? It feels awful, doesn’t it? To “bear false 
witness” basically means to make up a story about someone that’s not true. It’s really hard to trust a 
person that spreads lies.

This verse is part of the ten commandments. Of all the rules in the all the world that God could have given 
to his people, this one made the top ten. Honesty is a BIG deal to God. He knows how important it is in 
our relationships. 

Think about it this way. Dishonesty leads to distrust. Truth leads to trust. Grab a piece of paper. On it, design a 
road sign that says TRUTH LEADS TO TRUST. Hang that sign in a place where you’ll see it every day.

THANK God for his commandment to choose honesty.

DAY 1
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READ PROVERBS 24:12
Have you ever heard of Pinocchio? Pinocchio had a problem with telling the truth. Every time he told 
a lie, his nose would grow. Talk about a tough way to live! Wouldn’t it be terrible if your nose started 
to grow when you told a lie?

Let’s say you borrow a friend’s new scooter. While having fun riding it you crash and accidently 
scratch the frame pretty badly. The scooter is BRAND new and the scratch is really noticeable. But 
instead of telling your friend what happened, you drop the scooter in their yard and sneak home. 
Suddenly, boom! Your nose grows an inch. You certainly can’t get away with that lie with your nose 
sticking out so far from your face!

Okay, so maybe your nose isn’t going to grow when you lie. But you still can’t tell a lie without 
anyone knowing about it. No matter how hard you try, you can’t really cover up a lie. Eventually, the 
truth will surface. And your friendship will be hurt because of one dishonest act. 

Take a look at your nose in the mirror. Have you ever really looked at it closely before? Thank God 
for giving you the strength to tell the truth. 

ASK God to help be honest in your words and actions this week.

DAY 2
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THREE
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WHEN YOU ARE NOT TRUTHFUL, 
YOU LOSE TRUST.

READ PROVERBS 26:28
Think about someone who helps take care of you, maybe a parent, teacher, or coach. Would you say you 
hate that person? Of course not! Hate is a strong word, isn’t it? 

But guess what? The beginning of this verse reminds us that a lying tongue hates those it hurts. In other 
words, when you choose to lie to the people in your life, you’re acting like you hate them. It doesn’t matter 
why you tell the lie, dishonesty always hurts. Dishonest words spoken carelessly have the potential to 
ruin your relationships. Because when you are not truthful, you lose trust.

Make a card for that person you thought about earlier. On the inside, list some reasons why you appreciate 
them. Give the card next time you’re together.

LOOK for ways to love others this week by choosing honesty.

DAY 3

READ 1 PETER 3:10
Your tongue is an amazing thing. The average tongue has anywhere from 3,000 to 10,000 taste 
buds! But it’s not just used for tasting. The tongue helps you form the words you speak everyday. 
Without it, it would be pretty difficult for anyone around you to understand a word you say.

And guess what? You have complete control of your tongue. You just need to think before you speak. 
If you want to protect your relationships with others, then you have to learn to control your words. 
So, the next time you’re tempted to lie to avoid getting in trouble, or because you think a lie would 
be easier than telling the truth, remember that honesty leads to trust. When you control your tongue 
and choose to be honest, others quickly learn you can be trusted.

Hold your tongue and try to say this verse out loud. Find somebody and try saying the verse while 
holding your tongue. Could they understand you? Now, say the verse again without holding your 
tongue.

KNOW that God loves it when we tame our tongue and choose honest words.

DAY 4



WEEK

FOUR

READ JAMES 1:22
Do you have a dog? Or do you know someone who does? Does he know how to sit or stay? Pretty cool, 
right? But what if you sent your dog to the most expensive dog obedience school ever, then get him 
home and find out he won’t respond to a single command. You’d want your money back, right?

Reading your Bible and NOT doing what it says is as useless as sending a dog to an expensive obedience 
school that didn’t teach him anything. Those commands are useless if not followed, right? The Bible has 
a LOT to say about how we should treat others. And being honest is at the top of the list. It’s not enough 
to read verses about how important it is to be honest. You actually need to BE honest in the way you live 
your life.

Just for fun, take a minute to imagine you are a dog trainer. What are some commands you’d teach a dog? 
What creative or unusual things could you teach a dog to do?

THANK God for his word and ask Him to help you DO what it says and show honesty this week.

DAY 1
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READ PROVERBS 19:9
The big problem with dishonesty is that the truth will eventually come out. Sometimes you might 
think you’ve gotten away with a lie, you really haven’t. Know why? Because even if no one else ever 
finds out, you know. When you lie to help yourself, you hurt yourself instead. Every time.

So, it’s important to choose honesty from the start. Maybe you’re afraid you might hurt someone 
else or get in trouble, but honesty is always the best choice. If you want to have healthy relationships 
built on trust, then you have to find a way to be truthful. Dishonesty always hurts. Honesty protects 
you and keeps you from harm.

To help you remember this, find a wide rubberband. Write the word “honesty” across it.  If you’re 
brave enough, the next time you lie, snap the bracelet against your skin to remind you that dishonesty 
hurts.

ASK God to help you remember that honesty protects and dishonesty hurts.

DAY 2



WEEK

FOUR
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WHEN YOU LIE TO HELP YOURSELF, 
YOU HURT YOURSELF INSTEAD.

READ PSALM 119:29
Have you ever been tempted to cheat to win a game? Let’s say you move your game piece a few steps 
forward when the other person isn’t looking. Or you fudge the score so you’re ahead when your friend 
loses track. Sometimes it might make sense to you to lie to win. Nobody wants to lose, right?

Truth is, when you lie to help yourself, you hurt yourself instead. Even if cheating means you win the 
game, do you REALLY win? Can you really be excited about winning if you know you cheated your friend? 
Which is really more important: winning the game or being true to your friendship? Obviously, the 
relationship matters more. But honesty isn’t always easy. The cool thing is that God wants to help us to 
choose honesty.

Write out the words of this verse on fifteen separate pieces of paper or index cards. Next, set the cards 
like a hopscotch board. As you jump to each card, say the words of the verse in order. Continue play by 
removing one or two cards each round. Repeat until you can say the entire verse from memory without 
the cards.

LOOK for opportunities to be honest and ask God to help you follow through. 

DAY 3

READ GENESIS 3:4
When Adam and Eve were in the garden, they had everything they needed. Everything. And the 
most awesome thing of all: they could walk and talk with God. God had just one rule. They weren’t 
allowed to eat from just one tree in the entire garden. The serpent saw an opportunity and tempted 
them with a lie. That one lie allowed sin to enter the world. No more walking and talking with God. 
People were now separated from a holy, perfect God. 

Just like that first lie separated Adam and Eve from God, our dishonesty separates us from him and 
others too. 

Thankfully, that isn’t the end of the story. God loves us so much that he created an amazing plan to 
rescue us and fix our broken relationship. 

Grab a piece of paper to write your own adventure story. Give your main character a situation where 
he is tempted to lie. How would the story end if he does lie? How would it be different if he was 
honest?

KNOW that a lie leads to separation in our relationships with God and others.

DAY 4



WEEK

FIVE

READ 1 JOHN 1:9
Chances are, at some point you’ve told a lie. We all have. Maybe you didn’t mean to do it. Maybe at the 
time the lie you told even felt like the truth. Maybe you lied to try to stay out of trouble. Maybe you lied 
to avoid being embarrassed. But the reality is, once a lie is spoken, the damage is done.

When that happens – when you make a big mistake that you can’t erase – aren’t you glad that God is 
willing to forgive? His word promises that when we admit we’re wrong, when we’re honest with ourselves 
and others about the lie we’ve told, he forgives us. Not once. Not twice. But every single time we seek his 
forgiveness. And that’s not all. He will help us clean up the mess and make things right.

Find a pencil and a piece of paper. Without showing anyone else, write down a lie you remember telling. 
Then, spend some time praying to God, asking for His forgiveness and help to make things right. Now, 
take an eraser and erase what you’ve written as a reminder that God always forgives when we ask Him to.

THANK God for offering forgiveness when you are dishonest.

DAY 1
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READ PROVERBS 16:13
When you think about a king, what image comes to mind? You probably think of someone wearing 
fine robes sitting on a golden throne, surrounded by loyal subjects. What if you could have five 
minutes in front of someone that important? You wouldn’t waste that time lying or telling some 
made up story, would you?

Well, guess what? God is our ultimate king! When we are honest, our king is SO pround of us. God 
values people who speak the truth. That’s because we’re HIS. We are sons and daughters of the King 
of Kings! As his kids, we know that choosing honesty is always a wise choice that brings us closer to 
God.

Ask a grown up to help you get the following things – a strip of cardboard or heavy paper, aluminum 
foil, and some scissors. Together, use the scissors to cut a crown out of the cardboard/ paper. Then 
cover with aluminum foil to complete your crown. Hang it from your bedpost or bedside lamp to 
remind you to choose honesty and honor the one true King this week.

ASK God to help you honor Him by being honest this week.

DAY 2
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FIVE
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 BEING TRUTHFUL WITH GOD 
KEEPS YOU CLOSE TO HIM.

READ PROVERBS 20:23
Let’s say you go fishing with your dad and catch a fish. It’s just average in size, but the point is, you caught it 
without any help. But then your little brother casts his line out and reels in an even BIGGER fish. Your dad 
takes a picture of your fishes. Later on, when a friend sees the pic, you lie and say the bigger fish is yours. You 
lie because you just can’t let your friends know that your little brother caught a bigger fish than you.

It’s easy to tell a lie to try to prove you’re cooler or faster or better than someone else. But, guess what? 
You don’t have to be the fastest, smartest, or best to be close to God. God loves you just the way you are. 
And true friends will, too. Instead of lying about a big catch, just tell the truth from the beginning.

When was the last time you weighed yourself on a scale or measured your height? You’ve probably 
grown since then. See if you can find how big you were last year and measure yourself now. Thank God 
for making you just like you are.

LOOK  for ways to be honest so you can grow closer to God.

DAY 3

READ PROVERBS 12:22
Lies hurt. Always. When you lie, you hurt the people around you. When you lie, you hurt YOU. And 
when you lie, you separate yourself from a holy, perfect God. Dishonest words and actions put more 
and more distance between us and our God who loves us. Just like dishonesty hurts our relationships 
with the people around us, it also damages our relationship with God.

But it doesn’t have to be that way. We can make a different choice. A BETTER choice. Even though honesty 
might seem hard in the moment. And we might be afraid of getting in trouble. Honesty is always the 
BETTER choice. And honesty always pleases God. He will give you the strength to be truthful.

Unscramble the words from the word bank below to complete the verse.

 “ The Lord _____________ those whose lips tell ________. But he is _________
     steha         iesl        dsleepa

   with ____________ who tell the ___________. __________ 12:22
     eepplo        tthru      errPvsbo
 

KNOW that God loves you and will help you choose honesty.

DAY 4
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